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FUTURE
 

TDK’s Master cure   Series is the garment industry's most efficient, innovative, and affordable 

line of high-production Garments gas dryers. All Master Cure  are available in a wide variety of 

configurations, with belt widths from38" to 84". Not only does each  Master Cure  model have 

the highest production capacity in its class, each is also the most energy efficient. Heavy-duty 

thermal insulation prevents heat from migrating into the workplace, while cool  technology 

leaves the dryer skin cool to the touch. Fast cure rates and high product throughput maximize 

dryer capacity and minimize per-unit cost.

Available in liquid propane (LP) or Natural Gas (NG) versions, all Master  models utilize 

exceptionally efficient high-performance burners with ample capacity. The burner system 

includes its own combustion air blower, allowing precise metering of the air-to-fuel

mixture to achieve optimum efficiency. There are also separate blowers for circulation and 

exhaust, each designed for maximum efficiency on a wide range of inks and substrates. A high-

volume forced air system quickly brings the chamber to the desired

temperature, speeding the start of production. Process temperatures and set temperatures are 

controlled digitally. Temperature consistency is ensured by a fuzzy-logic controller, which 

responds to ambient temperature changes by keeping chamber heat within 1° of target 

temperature at the thermocouple. A tower light shows when

temperatures are within user-set parameters When readings fall outside those settings, a 

temperature monitor issues visible and audible alarms. The entry and exit
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SPECIFICATION
 
Machine Size :-4’WithX24’ Length
 
Standard Infeed/Outfeed Length :-48’’(4’)
 

Electrical Requirement                        :-   410/440 V, 3 ph, 16 A,

                                                                           50 Hz, 5.3 kW
 

Electrical requirements                      :-     440 V, 3 ph, 16 A, 50 Hz, 5 kW



for (24”)Optional Radiant Section
 
Heating  Generator                               :-   Auto Burner for Lpg 
 
Output   Energy                                :-300000 BTU (82KW)
 
Maximum Temperature                 :-   200cc
 
Temperature Control                     : Digital Monitor & Control
 
Expansion Heat Modules               :- 24cm
 
Gas Input Size                                 :-25mm
 
Heat Chamber Length                   :-192’’
 
Heat Chamber Width                    :-63’’
 
LP/Natural Gas Input Pressure  :-0.5 W.c
 
Axial Blower Size                          :- 40cm
 
Axial System Capacity                  :- 1HP (1200CFM)
 
Weight                                            :-1600Kg
 
 
 

STANDARD FEATURE
   AIR HANDLING
 Ø  Enhanced airflow accelerates drying/curing

Ø  Heat efficiency system reduces operating expenses by using 
outgoing combustion gas to heat incoming air

Ø  AC variable-speed circulation blower
Ø  High-volume circulation blower reduces energy costs
Ø  Stainless steel filter slides out for easy cleaning

Ø  Three separate dedicated blowers (combustion, circulation & Axial

CONTROL CENTER (ALL MODELS)
Ø  Automatic shutdown sequence keeps the blower and belt running until the 
chamber has cooled
Ø  Control panel
Ø  Digital temperature controller 
Ø  Temperature monitor issues visible and audible alarms when readings fall 
outside user-specified parameters

Ø  Tower light indicates when temperatures are within user-set 
tolerances

 
CONTROL CENTER (INTERNATIONAL MODELS)



Ø  Graphic displays track dryer temperature and gas consumption in real time
Ø  Displays key operational information—like heat chamber temperature, belt 
speed, and out feed temperature—and gives operators complete control of all 
dryer settings

 
 
CONVEYOR SYSTEM
Ø  Conveyor belt is made of heat-resistant, Teflon®-coated 
fiberglass
Ø  Digital belt speed readout makes it easy to duplicate speed 
settings
Ø  Driven by a reliable, heavy-duty, variable-speed DC motor
Ø  Large Mild Steel rollers are crowned for positive belt tracking
 Ø  Minimum belt speed: 91 cm (36") per minute

DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
Ø  Adjustable entry/exit openings
Ø  Air-cooled cabinet ensures long life for electrical components
Ø  Bearings are designed for high speeds and high temperatures
Ø  Circuit breakers allow easy reset
Ø  Exhaust Drawer
Ø  Low-profile design makes it easier to see over the dryer

Ø  Modular design and specialized fasteners make it easy to attach 
additional heat chamber units

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Ø  Burners are designed with excess capacity that far exceeds consumption 
rates under normal operating conditions
Ø  Cool Skin technology leaves the dryer skin cool to the touch
Ø  Each  model is the most energy-efficient dryer in its class
Ø  Fast curing rates and high product throughput maximize dryer capacity and 
minimize per-unit cost
Ø  Logic controller ensures consistency by keeping heat within 1° of target 
temperature at the thermocouple
 
Ø  Heavy-duty thermal insulation prevents heat from migrating into the 
workplace
Ø  Pressurized vector air knives provide consistent and uniform temperatures 
throughout the drying chamber

Ø  Process temperature and set temperature are displayed and 



controlled digitally

HEAT CHAMBER
Ø  Burners are available for liquid propane (LP) or natural gas 
(NG)
Ø  Double-wall construction
Ø  Galvanized steel interior

Ø  Modular gas train simplifies maintenance

PRODUCTIVITY
Ø  Each Master cure model has the highest production capacity 
in its class

 
 
 
 
TEMPERATURE MONITORING
Ø  Dual monitoring methods allow operators to fine tune set temperatures and 
dryer speeds to optimize dryer performance on sequent jobs
Ø  Infrared out feed sensors let operators continuously monitor the set 
temperature for a specific amount of time

Ø  Temperature alarm parameters—including acceptable temperature 
range, time between initial warning (audible beep) and steady alarm, and 
the arming/disarming of temperature sensors—can be set and changed by 
the operator

CONVEYOR SYSTEM
Ø  Alternate drive systems accommodate exceptionally short or exceptionally 
long curing times
Ø  Conveyor extension sections are available in 122 cm (48") increments

HEAT CHAMBER
Ø  24”infrared pre-heat module speeds 
throughput
Ø  Additional  24" sections are available
Ø  Cooling fan mounted over out feed

WARRANTY, SERVICE AND SUPPORT
Ø  24-hour hotline is staffed 365 days a 
year
Ø  Parts & supplies are available  on 
factory
Ø  Two-year limited warranty


